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Evidence-based policymaking and program evaluation are quickly gaining traction in the
federal government. Some agencies did evaluations and analytics before the 2019
Evidence Act was passed, 1 but now all federal agencies must boost their evidence and
evaluation capacity. The law mandates that federal agencies designate an evaluation
officer to assure high-quality evaluations, improve public access to government data,
and craft a learning agenda identifying and prioritizing knowledge gaps to fill and the
means to fill them.
The 2019 Evidence Act’s purpose is to build and share knowledge relevant to the objectives federal
agencies seek to advance, and then apply that knowledge to federal funding and other activities to
realize better government and real-world results. 2 As agencies create learning agendas for themselves,
conduct evaluations, and share and analyze their data, they will be able to gather and disseminate
important evidence on which programs advance progress and which do not.
But will this evaluation and evidence-building capacity also be used to improve program
performance?
Speaking at the Urban Institute on January 23rd, 2020, former Volcker Alliance Founding President
and OMB Associate Director for Performance and Personnel Management Shelley Metzenbaum asked
this exact question. Expanding on a panel about how agencies can engage external stakeholders in
creating their learning agendas, 3 Dr. Metzenbaum suggested that the questions asked in learning
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agendas should not only focus on whether or not a program works, but also—and arguably more
important—on how to improve the program.
Evidence, including that from data analytics and evaluations, can enhance public programs 4 in many
ways. It helps agencies detect problems and opportunities, set priorities, design treatments, assess
programs and practices, and adapt processes for continual improvement.
Analyses of performance and other information can help answer a number of questions or, at least,
start to pave the path to answers. What causal factors can be influenced, such as reading habits or
safety belt use or smoking, to improve outcomes or reduce problems? Can positive outliers be found—
the “moneyball” programs that outperform their peers? Can practices used by “moneyball players” be
identified that, when replicated, yield similarly positive results in other situations? These practices
might be found, for example, in approaches to recruitment and retention, coaching, and behavior change
campaigns. Do clusters of similar problems exist that are likely to respond well to cost-saving group
interventions? Is money going to where the biggest problems, or biggest opportunities for gain, are? Are
providers in different locations all making progress at a reasonable pace and, if they are not, can the
reason for those difference be discerned? These are the kinds of questions programs can be asking; then
using analyses of performance and other data to answer and inform next steps.
Program evaluation is distinct from but complementary to performance measurement and
management. Performance measurement and management are done continuously to improve daily
program operations. Did a job-training program succeed in getting trainees in the door? Did
employment results vary by trainer or by trainee characteristics? Performance managers ask such
questions. They analyze data to look for anomalies, positive outliers, relationships, clusters, and other
patterns to figure out what is going on, discern relationships, and decide next steps to fix problems and
pursue opportunities. They also use the data to inform priorities.
Evaluation complements performance measurement. It can more rigorously isolate the impact of
government and grantee actions from the impact of other causal factors and gauge the size of those
impacts. It can also discern the relative import of causal factors. For example, were reductions in youth
pregnancy the result of government campaigns, entertainment programs about youth pregnancy, new
medical methods, or some or all of the above?
Both performance management and evaluations have great strengths when properly used but must
be used appropriately and cautiously—resisting the temptation to conclude that a program or practice
did or did not work without taking into consideration when, for what, and for whom it worked and for
whom it did not. For example, a regression analysis 5 finding that a 1 percent increase in inspections
raised compliance levels 10 percent cannot predict that a ten-fold increase in inspections will boost
compliance to 100 percent. Moreover, practice variations as subtle as the timing of an inspection may
affect the impact of those practices, as an office of the US Coast Guard discovered when it shifted its
inspections from daytime to nighttime after realizing that most of the oil spills it wanted to stop
happened at night. Also, care needs to be taken not to draw premature conclusions about programs
whose full effects make take a long time to be fully realized. A later evaluation of the Moving to
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Opportunity (MTO) program, 6 which relocated families from neighborhoods with high poverty levels to
those with lower poverty levels, showed larger and different effects than those found by earlier
evaluations. Care must also be taken not to mandate prematurely widescale use of practices that appear
effective in one study before demonstrating replicability in another situation, and, if possible,
understanding the circumstances where replication is likely to work well and where it is not.
Evaluation tends to be more discrete and episodic than performance measurement, although a
growing appreciation for rapid-cycle testing, perhaps influenced by user-centered software design that
iteratively tests and assesses different human interface options compared with each other, is starting to
change that, more seamlessly integrating the use of and findings from smaller scale well-designed
measured trials in performance management routines. Rapid-cycle testing tries new practices on a small
scale, rapidly assesses their impact, adjusts actions based on assessment findings, and quickly assesses
the effect of the adjusted actions. It helps fine-tune program and practice design but also increases
discovery of improvement opportunities that analyses of past performance cannot reveal. It allows
program providers to test to find better practices in real time.
Advances in how big data can be integrated and analyzed bring unprecedented opportunities for
applying insights from analytics combined with well-designed, measured real-time field trials. A New
York City data analytics team, for example, wanted to help inspectors reduce building fires and other
safety problems. Using data from 20 city databases plus interviews with field inspectors, they identified
factors possibly correlated with unsafe buildings. With this analysis, they proposed a new schedule for
buildings inspections, which building inspectors then tried. The prior scheduling method found
conditions serious enough to warrant a vacate order 13 percent of the time. The new, data-informed
schedule led inspectors to issue vacate orders for 70 percent of inspected buildings. 7
Performance measurement and management, data analytics, and program evaluation can and
should enhance one another, complemented by learning agendas—the focus of the Urban Institute
event. 8 Learning agendas establish routines for identifying knowledge gaps to fill, prioritizing their
importance, and deciding on the means to fill them, including filling data gaps and strengthening analytic
and evaluation capacity. 9 Used together, these tools will improve the performance and impact of
government programs. These tools promise to produce especially robust returns when continuous
learning and improvement communities are created where they don’t already exist and supported
where they do to connect program officials in central and regional offices, frontline workers wherever
they work, researchers, performance measurement/management and evaluation experts, information
technology leaders, and data analysts to work together to learn from experience, collaborate on welldesigned trials, and decide next steps.
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